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Abstract
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Acute encephalopathy with biphasic seizures and reduced diffusion (AESD) is a syndrome of
encephalopathy characterized by biphasic seizures and altered consciousness in the acute stage
followed in the subacute stage by restricted diffusion in the subcortical white matter on magnetic
resonance imaging. The etiology of AESD has been attributed to viral infection like influenza A and
human herpes virus 6. The exact pathogenesis of AESD is uncertain. Here we report a case of AESD,
diagnosed based on clinicoradiological correlation.
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Introduction
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A 3 year old boy presented with seizures with biphasic course. Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) of
the brain revealed diffuse symmetric areas of restricted diffusion in bilateral cerebral hemispheres,
mainly involving white matter with perirolandic and basal ganglia sparing. Followup MRI done after 4
weeks showed normalization of diffusion abnormalities. His clinical course and diffusion abnormalities
on MRI were consistent with those of acute encephalopathy with biphasic seizures and reduced
diffusion (AESD).

Case Report
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A 3 yearold boy who was a known case of febrile seizures was brought to our hospital with an episode
of focal seizure lasting for 12 min. Child had low grade fever prior to the seizure.
On examination, child was febrile and in postictal drowsy state. Reflexes were brisk with plantars
being flexor. No signs of meningitis or raised intracranial tension were detected. Patient was admitted
in the ward and recovered from postictal state in few hours.
After 3 days, child again developed an episode of complex partial seizure with perioral chewing.
Subsequently, he became drowsy. On examination, child had altered sensorium and brisk reflexes.
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After recovery, mother also complained of diminution of child′s vision. The visual evoked potentials
were normal.
Evaluation of blood, urine, and cerebrospinal fluid were negative for an infectious etiology. Serum
chemistry, complete blood count, and liver enzymes were unremarkable. An initial
electroencephalogram performed few hours after the termination of seizure was normal.
On MRI of brain done on day 4, there were diffuse symmetric areas of restricted diffusion in bilateral
cerebral hemispheres, involving mainly white matter. Adjacent cortices were also hyperintense [
Figure 1a–d]. Corresponding areas did not reveal any signal abnormality on T1 and T2 weighted
images [Figure 2a and b]. The perirolandic regions and basal ganglia were spared, excluding the
diagnosis of hypoxicischemic injury. Also, clinically, delayed onset of encephalopathy after seizure is
unusual for hypoxicischemic encephalopathy. Shaken infant syndrome and substance abuse or
intoxication were the other differentials which were initially considered.
Figure 1
Axial diffusion weighted images (a, b) and corresponding apparent
diffusion coefficient (ADC) maps (c, d) of magnetic resonance
imaging of the brain done on day 4, show diffuse symmetric areas
of restricted diffusion in bilateral cerebral hemispheres, ...
Figure 2
Axial T1 weighted (a) and T2 weighted (b) images, at the level of
basal ganglia, show that corresponding areas of restricted diffusion
do not reveal any signal abnormality.
However, typical clinical scenario of biphasic seizures along with diffusion abnormalities on MRI leads
us to the diagnosis of AESD. Polymerase chain reaction for human herpes viruses 6 and 7 was not
performed.
A followup MRI done after 4 weeks revealed resolution of diffusion weighted abnormalities and mild
generalized cerebral atrophy [Figure 3a–c]. Although he had not returned to normal mental status, there
was considerable clinical improvement as well.
Figure 3
Axial fluid attenuated inversion recovery (FLAIR) (a), diffusion
weighted image (b) and corresponding apparent diffusion
coefficient (ADC) map (c) of magnetic resonance imaging of the
brain done after 4 weeks shows resolution of diffusion
abnormalities ...

Discussion
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Acute encephalopathy in association with infectious disease is a well known entity to pediatricians and
pediatric neurologists since the outbreak of influenzaassociated encephalopathy during the 1997/1998
winter season in Japan.[1]
Recently, Takanashi et al.[2] described a form of AESD.
AESD is a recently established encephalopathy syndrome diagnosed both by its clinical manifestations
and imaging findings. The initial presentation is a prolonged febrile seizure followed by a cluster of
subsequent seizures several days later (biphasic seizures). An infective etiology like influenza A and
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human herpes virus 6 has been identified in over half of the cases.[1,3] A rare case of bacterial etiology
has also been reported.[4] Cerebrospinal fluid tau protein has been found to be elevated in several
patients.[5]
In our patient, no source of infection could be isolated. This can be explained by the hypothesis put
forward by Okumura et al.[1] that the pathophysiological mechanism of AESD does not require direct
central nervous system infection. An unusual part of the clinical history in our case was his visual
complaint. The normal ophthalmic examination suggests that the primary visual pathway was intact
and that this symptom resulted from involvement of the occipital lobe white matter. Similar occurrence
has recently been described by Morino et al.[6]
MRI obtained soon after initial presentation and before the cluster of secondary seizures is typically
normal in these cases. After the secondary seizures, the MRI shows restricted diffusion that most
frequently involves the frontal or frontoparietal subcortical white matter with sparing of the
perirolandic region.[1]
As the clinical presentation and imaging findings of AESD overlap with other acute encephalopathy
syndromes, it may be part of a spectrum of disorders that share a common final pathophysiological
process resulting in cerebral injury.[1]
At present, the precise clinical characteristics of AESD are not fully understood. It is uncertain whether
a biphasic clinical course is always observed in children with AESD. It is also unclear whether MRI
diffusion imaging is always normal within 2–3 days after onset.[2]
Okumura et al.[1] has suggested that acute encephalopathy with reduced diffusion in the bilateral
hemispheres can be divided according to the pattern of brain lesions. Diffuse lesions were defined as
reduced diffusion in the cortex and subcortical white matter in the bilateral hemispheres. Central
sparing lesions were defined as the lack of reduced diffusion in the areas around the bilateral sylvian
fissures, though diffuse abnormalities were present in other areas on MRI.
Patients with diffuse lesions were characterized by coma, severe abnormalities in laboratory test
results, and poor neurologic outcome, whereas those with centralsparing lesions were characterized by
a biphasic clinical course, less severe abnormalities on laboratory test results, and relatively mild
neurologic sequelae.
Imaging features and clinical course of the child in our case is consistent with central sparing lesions.
Reduced diffusion in the bilateral hemispheres can be seen with other causes, such as hypoxicischemic
encephalopathy and shaken infant syndrome. Encephalopathy due to substance abuse or intoxication
may exhibit similar diffusion abnormalities. Thus, the distinction between acute encephalopathy and
brain injuries due to other causes may be difficult solely on the basis of imaging findings. For this
reason, a diagnosis should be made only after considering clinical symptoms, examination and
laboratory findings along with MRI abnormalities.[1]
In our patient, there was no evidence of hypoxiaischemia, nonaccidental head injury, or substance
intoxication.
It is possible that these acute encephalopathy syndromes may represent a spectrum of disorders that
share a common process of brain injury. Further research work and clinical experience data are
required to define the pathophysiological mechanism better.[7]
Magnetic resonance spectroscopy study done by Takanashi et al.[8] in three patients with AESD
revealed decreased Nacetylaspartate (NAA) and elevated glutamine complex (Glx) during the week of
presentation. Afterward, Glx normalized, whereas NAA remained low in two patients with neurologic
sequelae but nearly normalized in the third patient without neurologic sequelae. These findings suggest
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC3680902/
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that excitotoxic neuronal damage plays an important role in the pathogenesis of AESD and MR
spectroscopy may be predictive of outcome.
To our knowledge, not many patients have been diagnosed with AESD in India. Therefore, all
physicians, especially paediatricians and radiologists should be aware of AESD, its clinical and
imaging spectrum and its associated neurological morbidity.

Footnotes
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